
Posted May 10. 2018 

 

We Thank You For Your Patience 

During our recent Technical Difficulty.   
We Look Forward to Your Continued Interest and Activity and 

Thank You For Your Support  - However, the Universe Thanks You More!!  

 
One of the interesting things that came moor clear to us during our 24 hr down time, was transparent 

exposure to under-handed activities.  We found some of the family took advantage of the opportunity in 

assuming we were out of business and made a full flyer that posted us as "Out of Business" AND they 
took joy and responsibility for us being down.  They said if we come back up "THEY" would shut us 

down again.. mmm....  and mentioned how now they can disperse the proper lessons of Prophet Noble 

Drew Ali.  We found this very interesting because for one, those lessons have been out for over 100 
years; 2.  We honor and respect those same lessons, and; 3.  Why weren't they dispersing the lessons all 

along whether we were existing or not? mmm..... In fact, we thought, if they spent their time dispersing 

those lessons, they may not have time to slander anyone.  Clearly they are NOT with R.V. Bey Publica-

tions.  In case we thought there were some other reasoning in the slander, thanks for letting us know it 
is pure unadulterated lower self hatred, slander, and all things that harm that navigates their human 

Temple, which is what the prophet came to help uplift fallen humanity from, and is a violation of Act 3 

in those same By-Laws of the association.  Some need to either get a new navigator or a new body 
(Temple).   

 
We also found a group who put a message on facebook:  "Since R.V. Bey is down, send all of your 
papers to us."  They were talking about proclamations in process intended to be sent to R.V. Bey and 

affiliates.  Now that was a straight up "Re-direct."  It reverberates as we speak, as some are STILL 

confused about where to send them.  That was a classic "Causing Confusion".   

 
People often ask why does it seem that Moors are not united? and they come up thinking they will be 

the ones to "bring the unity."  Many are united in thought, in spirit and in deed, possibly some do not 
have eyes to see them and some do not want to be seen, however that does not mean the energy of the 

unified messages cannot be heard.  We recognize the answer in part to that question was served to us all 

from the universe.  It is about the mindset, about the mental slavery.  As the Prophet said it is not 
money, but national principles that make the man.  

Definiton of Unity:  In the law of estates....  Stop right there, let's go no further.  If you still call your-

self negroe, colored or black OR act and think in the mindset of negroe, colored and black, then you 

will never find unity because status and estate mean the same thing.   
 

 "You will gain back your heritage and your lost estate in a conflict that cannot be told in words.  

-- Prophet Noble Drew Ali (Chapter 1 - Circle 7 Holy Koran) 

 
Lastly, we appreciate all support and sincere Love, however we also found that some say they are 

authorized affiliates of R.V. Bey Publications, of which we had no knowledge of. 

.Our Affiliates are: 

• Moors Heritage and History School 

• MHHS Eyes Wide Open - Blog Talk Broadcast (5) 

• Moorish Nation Public Records 

• Moorish News.wordpress.com 

• Mantis Views 29 

• Canaanland Moors. 
 

       Under the Umbrella of "The Moors Divine and National Movement of the World" and Bill of Right #1. 


